
FOLDING ARM AWNING

LIFESTYLE



LIFESTYLE

The Lifestyle Awning is a premium quality open roll 
folding arm awning featuring stylish European design 
and high quality Australian manufacturing. The Lifestyle 
Awning provides shade, will cool your home and allows 
you to extend your outdoor living and entertaining space.

The Lifestyle Awning is available with a hood profile 
or the option of a semi-cassette and also features the 
optional drop arm bracket allowing the awning to project 
out further than its width making it perfect for small 
courtyards and limited space.

Suitable for wider widths, the Lifestyle Awning units can 
also be joined together to achieve spans up to 12m, and 
features mounting flexibility through the use of a square 
back bar.

LED lighting is standard with the Lifestyle Awning.
Create an atmosphere of sophistication and extend your 
entertaining well into the night thanks to the option of 
LED lighting in the arms of the Lifestyle Awning. 

Operation
Our folding arm awnings feature an electric, remote 
controlled operation as standard. Electronic opertation 
allows you to take advantage of our CleverAwning options 
using smart technology and helps you get more use from 
your awning – opening and closing at the touch of a 
button, and protecting the awning by allowing automatic 
closing in windy conditions. Some of our awnings may be 
available as a manual (crank) operation if required however 
this is not recommended.

OPTIONS & DIMENSIONS (MM)

Maximum size (mm)
5,000(W) x 3,500(P)

6,000(W) x 3,000(P)

12,000(W) x 3,000(P) 

Optional semi-cassette Optional hoodOpen Roll

 1300 AMBIDA (262 432)   /   ambida.com.auV01B

Standard Colours
Textura® White, Surfmist, Dune, Silver, Jasper, 
Monument, Primrose, Paperbark, Woodland 
Grey, Ironstone, Deep Ocean and Black.  
Please note: colours are to be used as a guide only.

*Custom colours available on request.
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